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I2MTC 2021 Special Issue in IEEE Transactions on
Instrumentation and Measurement

THE 38th IEEE International Instrumentation and Mea-1

surement Conference (I2MTC) was held as a virtual2

event during May 17–20, 2021. IEEE I2MTC is the flagship3

conference of the IEEE Instrumentation and Measurement4

Society (IMS) and one of the top international conferences in5

the areas of instrumentation and measurement. The conference6

has been held annually since 1986 and is dedicated to advances7

in measurement methodologies, measurement systems, instru-8

mentation, and sensors in all areas of science and technology.9

The strong technical program, a great diversity of topics, and10

superb social aspects of the conference attract a large number11

of delegates from industry and academia every year.12

I2MTC was originally planned to take place in Glasgow,13

Scotland, a city with a rich scientific heritage associated14

with renowned scientists and engineers including Lord Kelvin,15

inventor of the international system of absolute temperature,16

James Watt, inventor of the “Watt steam engine,” and John17

Logie Baird, inventor of an early version of the television. Cur-18

rently, Glasgow is a host of four universities and many engi-19

neering companies and research institutions that are actively20

involved in the development and application of instrumentation21

and measurement, making it an ideal location for I2MTC 2021.22

Unfortunately, the COVID-19 pandemic that invaded our lives23

in early 2020 was still holding its grip over our normal ways24

of conducting business in 2021. Sadly, an early decision to25

hold I2MTC 2021 as a virtual event had to be taken by26

the conference organizing committee. This was the second27

successive time the conference had to be run virtually due28

to the pandemic.29

Nevertheless, despite this setback, the conference was a30

complete success! The organizing committee worked tirelessly31

to compensate for the lack of physical interaction and came32

up with many novel ways of engaging the delegates and33

offer great conference experience. For example, all online34

presentations were delivered live, offering live interactions of35

the delegates with presenters/authors in the form of Q&A. The36

conference included live tutorials, plenary sessions, invited37

and regular presentations, poster presentations, live demos,38

TIM@I2MTC papers, conference paper awards, topical discus-39

sion panels, industry sessions, and a virtual tour of Glasgow.40

The delegates also had a chance to view pre-recorded presen-41

tations and short poster presentations “on demand” after the42

papers had been presented live. To further support engagement,43

delegates were able to attend poster sessions and meet with44
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colleagues virtually with the help of an online platform, Gather 45

Town. 46

The motto of I2MTC 2021, “to measure is to know,” is most 47

famously attributed to Lord Kelvin. This statement is so true 48

today as measurement and observation of our world, from 49

capturing the most faint gravitational wave signals due to 50

colliding black holes at the ends of the Universe, robotic 51

exploration of Mars, or ultra-accurate time measurements that 52

are used in many day-to-day applications, expand our horizons 53

of knowledge and our ability to conduct our affairs with ever- 54

increasing efficiency. Consequently, the conference attracted a 55

total of 389 papers that underwent a thorough review process. 56

Of this number, six were withdrawn and 313 were accepted 57

for inclusion in the technical program, with an acceptance 58

rate of 81%. There were three Technical Program Co-Chairs 59

who worked closely with three Special Session Co-Chairs, 60

52 Associate Technical Program Chairs and 296 reviewers to 61

ensure a high-quality technical program. Approximately 44% 62

of papers were from Europe, 41% from the Asia Pacific region, 63

10% from North America, 4% from Latin America, and 1% 64

from the Middle East and Africa regions. 65

The program consisted of ten tutorials, 30 oral sessions 66

(including special sessions), and five poster sessions, including 67

a TIM@I2MTC session—providing the opportunity to existing 68

authors to disseminate their papers already published in the 69

Transactions. In addition, the conference included a virtual 70

demonstration session, providing a unique opportunity for 71

authors to show live demonstrations of their results. The 72

development and delivery of the program was only possible 73

due to the tireless efforts of the technical program chairs, 74

special session organizers, and, crucially, paper reviewers. 75

In addition to the regular technical sessions, the program 76

included plenary sessions that were delivered by truly out- 77

standing speakers: Helen Margolis from the UK National 78

Physical Laboratory, delivering a talk on time measurements; 79

Sheila Rowan from Glasgow University, on gravitation wave 80

detection; Sanjeev Gupta from the National Aeronautics and 81

Space Administration (NASA) on robots on Mars; Erling Riis 82

from Strathclyde University on quantum sensing; and Judy 83

Amanor-Boadu on VLSI processors. In addition, the program 84

included two invited scholastic seminars: Miles Padgett on 85

Lord Kelvin and Reza Zoughi on Do’s and Don’ts of Journal 86

Publication as well as two fascinating Industry Sessions: 87

I&M in advanced manufacturing and quantum enabled I&M. 88

Finally, the conferences included highly engaging panel meet- 89

ings and a virtual tour of Glasgow. 90

This Special Issue of the IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON 91

INSTRUMENTATION AND MEASUREMENT (TIM) includes a 92
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small cross-section of papers from the conference where the93

authors have extended the scope of their papers in terms94

of the overall technical content and research results beyond95

those published in the proceedings. A total of 62 articles were96

submitted for this Special Issue of IEEE TIM, with 27 articles97

accepted. The resulting acceptance ratio is 44%, which is an98

above-average result.99

The articles included in the Special Section of TIM cover100

several broad and topical areas of instrumentation and mea-101

surement. Specifically, three articles are in the area of flow102

measurement; two articles are in the area of measurement103

for medical applications; four articles cover the area of mea-104

surement in the power sector; six articles are in the area of105

tomography and ultrasonic measurements; nine articles are in106

the area of various instrumentation systems, measurement for107

IoT applications, and advanced manufacturing; two articles108

focus on object localization; and, finally, one article focusses109

on the area of measurement in agriculture.110

All technical contributions to this Special Issue are111

gratefully acknowledged. Special thanks go to the associate112

editors and reviewers of the articles for their dedication and113

commitment to the thorough review process. We also thank114

the Editor-in-Chief, Shervin Shirmohammadi, for his kind115

invitation to the I2MTC authors to submit extended versions 116

of their articles in IEEE TIM and his overall oversight of the 117

editorial process. Last, but not least, we thank Reta Wehmeier 118

for her day-to-day work on the publication of this special issue 119

of TIM. It was a great privilege to serve as guest editors for 120

the I2MTC 2021 Special Issue in IEEE TIM. 121
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